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JEF Special Issue

Cu lt u r al Her i tage:  entanglements of 
K now ledge,  Creat i v i t y and ProPert y i

PrefaCe to t He sPeCi al i s su e 

The current special issue of JEF presents a selection of articles that were written as a 
result of two interrelated scholarly events arranged at the university of tartu, estonia 
in the summer of 2009. one of them, an interdisciplinary international network and 
training course entitled “local Knowledge and open Borders: Creativity and Heritage” 
comprised a session of lectures and seminars that discussed various perspectives and 
methodological approaches in heritage studies. at the same time this event introduced 
an overview of the maintenance, celebration and manipulation of cultural heritage in 
its role of negotiating between creativity and conservation, with both senior and junior 
scholars from various parts of europe contributing. Cultural heritage is a value-laden 
term that implies locality, and yet its categorisation or political implementation is em-
bedded in the globalised world. the other interlinked session convened the sief (so-
ciété internationale d´ethnologie et de folklore) working group on Cultural Heritage 
and Property. this academic network proposes to analyse the position and meanings of 
cultural heritage and cultural property at different societal levels in the modern world 
and its individual nation states, to examine the repercussions of heritage politics or the 
concurrent influence of tourism on existing practices and to investigate the negotiated 
or contested relationships between tangible and intangible heritage from the perspec-
tive of the transnational organisations of cultural politics.

the lectures, seminars and conference sessions at the university of tartu were host-
ed by the institute of Cultural research and fine arts, the open university, and the 
Centre of excellence on Cultural theory. financial support was provided by unesCo 
via their Partnership Programme, by the eu through the european regional develop-
ment fund, and by the estonian science foundation, grant no. 7795.
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